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MEPs urge Turkey and Armenia to normalize relations
Armenian genocide centenary

Brussels, 16.04.2015, 11:12 Time

USPA NEWS - Armenia and Turkey should use the centenary of the Armenian genocide to renew diplomatic relations, open the
border and pave the way for economic integration, says the European Parliament in a resolution voted on Wednesday.

MEPs stress the need for Turkey to recognise the Armenian genocide, so as to pave way for “genuine reconciliation“�. They also
commend the statement by Pope Francis on 12 April honouring the centenary of the genocide. MEPs invite Armenia and Turkey to
“use examples of successful reconciliation between European nations“� by ratifying and implementing, without preconditions, the
protocols on the establishment of diplomatic relations, opening the border and actively improving their relations, with particular
reference to cross-border cooperation and economic integration. MEPs also commend the statement by Pope Francis of 12 April
“honouring the centenary of the Armenian genocide in a spirit of peace and reconciliation.“�

They welcome statements by the President and Prime Minister of Turkey offering condolences and recognising atrocities against the
Ottoman Armenians and encourage Turkey to “use the commemoration of the centenary of the Armenian genocide as an important
opportunity“� to open its archives, “come to terms with its past“�, recognise the genocide and so pave the way for a “genuine
reconciliation between the Turkish and Armenian peoples.“�

They also ask Turkey to conduct “in good faith“� an inventory of the Armenian cultural heritage destroyed or ruined during the past
century within its jurisdiction. MEPs pay tribute to the memory of the one-and-a-half million Armenian victims who “perished in the
Ottoman Empire“� a hundred years ago. Finally, they propose that an “International Remembrance Day for Genocides“�, be
established to “recall again the right of all peoples and all nations throughout the world to peace and dignity.“�
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